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Image Mr. A longtime gambler with ties to the gaming industry, Mr. The others, from left, were Gary Bauer,
Gov. Anonymous smears falsely claimed that Mr. He was moved to another site and tended by two American
prisoners of war, who brought him back from near death. Putin of Russia met privately in Helsinki, Finland,
and then participated in an extraordinary joint news conference there. Trump publicly. He considered the post
second only to occupying the White House as commander in chief. McCain served, that killed people.
McCain, in a campaign partly financed by his wife, easily won the seat in a Republican district. I had reached
mine. We haven't been in a long struggle since the Vietnam War. McCain Jr. Days after surgery for the brain
cancer, Mr. Such early release was prohibited by the POWs' interpretation of the military Code of Conduct
which states in Article III: "I will accept neither parole nor special favors from the enemy". I had reached
mine. The Persian Gulf War in also helped restore Mr. A woman tried to give him a cup of tea as a
photographer snapped pictures. He was beaten frequently and tortured with ropes. He later issued a
clarification. McCain and Mr. We are confident that not only is it winnable, but that we have no choice.
McCain confronted a hostile political environment for Republicans, who were dragged down by President
George W. Also that year, he opposed creation of a federal Martin Luther King Jr. McCain rebuked Mr.
Carried to a truck, Mr. Trump told his Twitter followers that Mr. Bush presenting birthday cake to Senator
McCain. He ejected as the plane plunged, but hit something as he exited. Trump for comments equating
Russian and American interests. Trump, who bragged that his celebrity allowed him to grope them.
Residential and agricultural areas, as well as other areas deemed "not feasible", would be exempt. I will go to
my grave in gratitude to my Creator for allowing me to stand witness to such courage and honor. McCain
possessed the rugged independence of a natural leader. Lieberman, a Democrat-turned-independent. Senators,
representatives and military brass were often guests at his home. It came to nothing. McCain in with a
bipartisan group of senators, known as the Gang of Eight, that sought compromises on comprehensive
immigration reform. A North Vietnamese soldier struck him with his rifle butt, breaking a shoulder.


